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LOGLINE: Mark Wilson discovers his new abilities, saves four 
realms from King Zentar. He falls for Princess Ava on his 

journey to becoming the rightful heir of the four realms.
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EXT/INT. JAI-U REALM 3 - DAY

MARK WILSON (20)in his favorite AC/DC T-shirt and jeans 
falling from the open portal from the sky full speed. He 
falls to his feet into the line of fire. Mark looks a little 
puzzled quickly starts to run out of the line of orbs. 

He realizes that the orbs are now coming in his direction. 
KING ZENTAR (40)in his royal gear and his men chase Mark down 
with fire orbs. 

Mark tries to throw an orb at the King himself.He positions 
his hands awaiting for orbs to come out. Mark continues 
running and tries again. The king gets closer and closer to 
Mark.

ASIM (40) dressed in a red gallebaya and taqiyah an appears 
out of nowhere stepping out of a portal. Right in front of 
Mark as a human shield.

MARK
Boy, am I glad to see you.

Asim looks at Mark briefly, they run for cover and he throws 
a massive Ice orb. They hide in an old shack in the woods 
outside of the city. King Zentar and his men surround the 
shack.       

 KING ZENTAR
Come out, and show yourself.

Mark and Asim look at each other, foot steps hitting the 
porch of the shack. Fire orbs fill the shack and Asim tries 
to command a portal. 

MARK
Maybe, if you stop throwing orbs.

The King and his men storm the shack kicking the door in. 
Mark stands up to the King and his men. He gives it one more 
try to throw an orb. Mark muster up a baby orb and throws at 
the King’s way. The King smirks and stops the orb in mid air.  
He makes that baby orb to a massive orb and throws it back in 
there direction.

KING ZENTAR
You really don’t get this at all.

Asim commands the portal and grabs Mark in the portal they 
go. The King and his men try to go through the portal but are 
closed out.      


